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WHAT THE —?
Vogue Theatre-bound
comedian Marc Maron
talks about chatting up
his idols and kicking off
his third TV season.
STAGE » C4

CHOIR CODA
Stephen Chatman
and Tara Wohlberg’s
long-awaited opera
Choir Practice finally
hits the UBC stage this
weekend.
CLASSICAL MUSIC » C5

REFLECTIVE

RITE

VIETNAM BOUND
Mia Stainsby visits
café Hoi An on Victoria
Drive, offering Central
Vietnamese dishes
not often seen in
Vancouver.
RESTAURANTS » C14

Gustavo Ramirez Sansano and Emily Molnar produce mirrored works for Ballet BC » C3

“JOYOUSLY NOISY
ROMP THAT GOES
OFF LIKE AN EXTRALONG STRING OF
FIRECRACKERS”
—The Wall Street Journal

Music and lyrics by Stephen Schwartz. Book by John-Michael Tebelak
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A walk on the

wild side

Spring gets cracking with Ballet BC

Ballet BC dancer Darren Devaney appears in RITE, with one part directed by artistic director Emily Molnar and one by choreographer Gustavo Ramirez Sansano.

RITE
Tonight to Saturday, 8 p.m. | Queen
Elizabeth Theatre
Tickets and info: $30 to $80 at ticketmaster.ca,
or 1-855-985-2787

Deborah Meyers
special to the Sun
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Out of the box for 2015-16 season

want to listen to the irrational side of myself.”
“I always imagined I’d be
tackling the subconscious.”
That is, respectively, choreographer Gustavo Ramirez Sansano, and choreographer and
artistic director Emily Molnar
talking about the mirror-like
works they are building for Ballet BC’s final program of the
2014-15 season, RITE.
Both take as their starting
point The Rite of Spring, that
iconic work of 1913 modernism.
Igor Stravinsky’s score did no
less than change how music was
made and heard. Vaslav Nijinsky’s choreography was perhaps the first work of dance construction ever to invert accepted
notions of what a trained and

beautiful body in action looks
like.
When you think about The
Rite of Spring, what first comes
to mind is likely the Stravinsky
music, which was quickly recognized as a work of epic polyrhythmic invention and is an
established part of our collective
musical canon. (Remember the
dinosaur sequence in Walt Disney’s Fantasia?)
You may also have seen a
danced version: there have been
more than 100 different productions by both classical and contemporary choreographers, over
the last 100 years.
What you are almost certainly
not referencing is the original
Nijinsky choreography. That’s
because, after a riotous opening night in Paris on May 29,
1913, the ballet had four more
performances there and three in
London, and then disappeared
forever.
There were a number of reasons for this vanishing. Nijinsky
was fired by impresario Serge
Diaghilev that fall, and there
were the little matters of the
First World War and the Russian

Ballet BC’s 2015-16 season is
also the company’s 30th anniversary. That milestone is being
marked by bold new branding,
from Vancouver design agency
Burnkit (“new ground is our territory”) and a lineup that includes
out of the box collaborations
— with the Contemporary Art
Gallery and Chor Leoni — as
well as a new resident choreographer, Cayetano Soto.
The company’s last resident
choreographer was Jose Navas,
whose three-year appointment
culminated in a re-imagined fulllength Giselle in 2013. Spanishborn Soto made Twenty Eight
Thousand Waves for Ballet BC in
April, 2014.
Artistic director Emily Molnar
describes the highly soughtafter choreographer as “a wonderful person, who brings love
and light to us.”
Soto is also a singular choreographic voice, whose past
works include his own Rite of
Spring, for the National Ballet
of Portugal. He has said that his
favourite choreographer is musical theatre legend Bob Fosse,
because “he could say so much
with so little movement.” Soto
begins his three-year association
with the company this fall.
The new season is also marked
by its focus on female choreographers. Vancouver-based super-

Revolution, both of which dispersed artists around the globe.
Nijinsky was incapacitated by
mental illness. Dance notation
was rudimentary.
In 1987, dance scholars “reconstructed” the Nijinsky choreography for the Joffrey Ballet from
notated scores, artist renderings,
dance criticism of the period
and a few eye witness accounts,
including that of British dance
pioneer Marie Rambert, who was
24 in 1913 and acted as Nijinsky’s assistant on Rite.
It was a fascinating exercise, but did not come close to

“

Our pieces are
stylistically
opposite. My world is
white. Gustavo’s world
is black.
Emily Molnar
artistic director, rite

star Crystal Pite is an alumnus of
Ballet BC (she danced with the
company before joining Ballett
Frankfurt.) The company will
host the Canadian premiere of
her Solo Echo.
It will also re-mount Molnar’s
16+ a room, and present the
Canadian premiere of Bill, by Tel
Aviv choreographer Sharon Eyal.
“Sharon is such an important
voice”, says Molnar. “We have
never done work like hers, so
it will be a real passing on of
information, a deepening of our
practice.”
Also on the 2015-16 roster are
new works by Belgian choreographer Stijn Cellis, who will
make his company debut, and a
commission from Finnish-born
Jorma Elo, who returns to Ballet
BC with I and I am You.
Another returning artist is Medhi
Walerski, born and trained in
France, and currently both
dancer and choreographer
with Nederlands Dans Theater.
Walerski has made two works
for Ballet BC, one of which
has become something of a
company calling card: Petite
Ceremonie, a romp to Mozart,
Bellini and Vivaldi. He will make
his first full-length work ever for
the company, using both company artists and dancers from
Arts Umbrella’s Graduate Dance
Program.

unlocking the powerful reaction that the work triggered in
its time.
History may be the last thing
you’d expect to be thinking about
in the same breath as Ballet BC,
which has set itself apart from
other Canadian ballet companies with its dedicated focus on
contemporary exploration and
collaboration.
But the company, under Molnar’s visionary direction, has
had the uncanny ability to look
both forwards and backwards,
at once.
Take Molnar’s commissioning
of a 21st century version of the
Romantic ballet Giselle two seasons ago. Or the company’s presentation this season of Miami
City Ballet’s Balanchine program, which showed the link
between 20th century neo-classicism and current contemporary ballet practice.
Which brings us back to RITE.
Molnar conceived the program
as a whole evening made up of
two parts. She approached Spanish choreographer Sansano, who
made the chamber-sized Lost
and Found for Ballet BC last

As Molnar juggles her formidable responsibilities — she
recently took on the sessional
artistic direction of dance at the
Banff Centre in addition to her
role at Ballet BC — she reflects
on the evolution of the company, within an international dance
context that is also evolving.
“I say to the dancers: don’t just
show up as dancers, show up
as artists. Show up as human
beings.”
She keeps Merce Cunningham’s
10 Rules for Students and
Teachers, from John Cage on the
wall of her office, and brought a
copy into the studio recently.
“I aim”, she says, “to create a
space so that people can teach
themselves.”
Molnar, who has led the company with distinction since 2009,
also aims to build an authentic
relationship with Vancouver
audiences. It is something
she has made a priority, and a
partnership she never takes for
granted.
“At Ballet BC, we have an audience that wants to see contemporary dance,” she says. “We
have such a beautiful audience,
that wants to really talk about
the work, not just whether they
liked it or not. That is a gift.”
Deborah meyers, Special to The Sun

Ballet BC’s
2015-16 season
will focus
on female
choreographers.
Pictured is
company dancer
Racheal Prince.

Michael Slobodian

spring, about contributing a new
Rite of Spring using the original
35-minute score.
Sansano, whose most recent
work was a new version of Balanchine’s Theme and Variations
called I am Mr. B for Hubbard
Street Dance in Chicago, says he
has been asked before to make
a Rite of Spring, but has always
said no.
“But somehow” he says, speaking with me after a rehearsal of
the work in Ballet BC’s Dance
Centre studios, “the way Emily
asked me to participate made
me see how this would feed me,
what I could do with it.”
His starting point was an old
video of himself dancing in a
piece where he wore a girl’s private school uniform.
“I thought”, he says, “about taking off the clothes of a child, and
putting on adult clothes. About
that moment when suddenly the
clothes are just too small. But
really, it’s all about sex. Sex is
like childbirth: it’s painful, it’s
difficult.
CONTINUED ON C4
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Comedian Marc Maron has a long track record in the standup world, having been a regular on the Late Show With David Letterman and appearing many times on Conan O’Brien.

A darker shade of Maron
Comedian and podcaster talks about chatting up the Stones and his third TV season
Marc Maron: The Maronation
Tour
Saturday, 7:30 p.m. | Vogue Theatre
Tickets: $29.50 at northerntickets.com

Francois Marchand
Vancouver Sun

There are interviews you dream
of your entire life.
For comedian and podcaster
extraordinaire Marc Maron, it
was the Stones.
Maron not only had the opportunity to chat with one member
of the Rolling Stones, he had
two. In back-to-back episodes of
his popular WTF podcast, Maron
landed short conversations with
Keith Richards and Mick Jagger, who are gearing up to tour
in support of the reissue of the
Rolling Stones’ legendary 1971
album Sticky Fingers.
“I knew I could only do what
I could do,” Maron said of the
limited time he had with both
band members, and of the purely
“promotional” nature of the
interviews. “I’m still glad I did
it. I think I did have a personal
moment with both of them.
“I was flattered that, by one

way or the other, I was afforded
the opportunity to do that,” the
avowed Stones fan added. “But
initially my reaction to doing
very specific tour-related interviews with Mick and Keith was,
‘I don’t do that. That’s not what
we do here.’ Fundamentally,
I’ve got to a point — and I don’t
think it’s arrogance or anything
— where it’s not really the show
we’re doing because I know what
those kinds of interviews can
yield: not much.”
Maron’s trademark on the WTF
podcast, which hits the 600 episodes mark this week, is the art
of the conversation: Peeling back
the layers one at a time until you
attain a certain kind of revelatory truth.
“I guess I’m surprised if I think
about (getting to 600 episodes),”
Maron said. “I really just keep
my nose to the grindstone and
keep pushing, you know? I don’t
really take much time to sit and
reflect but I’m excited and humbled by the whole undertaking
and I’m thrilled I still love doing
it.”
What started as a bit of a gag
in Maron’s garage, interviewing mainly friends and acquaintances from the comedy world,

“

I don’t really
take much time to
sit and reflect but I’m
excited and humbled by
the whole undertaking
and I’m thrilled I still
love doing it.
marc maron

soon extended to musicians,
actors and other pop culture
luminaries. Recent episodes of
WTF have featured Henry “The
Fonz” Winkler, Kim Gordon of
Sonic Youth, and wrestler Mick
Foley. One famous conversation Maron had was with comedian Louis CK in 2010, in a twoparter that has been dubbed the
“greatest podcast episode ever”
by many, including online magazine Slate.
Should Maron get some proper
personal time with the Stones,
maybe it could top that.
“What I could do is get an hour
with Keith Richards, ultimately
— or to sit down with Mick for
an hour would be amazing. To

me, it was just a teaser. And if
that’s all I get, it’s actually a little
disappointing in a way.”
And that’s Maron in a nutshell:
Quick to see the grey in inherently bright situations, something that has informed his
comedic style for years.
The 51-year-old Jersey Cityborn comedian and writer
has a long track record in the
standup world, having been a
regular on the Late Show With
David Letterman and appearing
more than 40 times on Conan
O’Brien’s late night talk show.
His sole major film appearance
was in Cameron Crowe’s Almost
Famous, playing a jilted concert
promoter. His classic line “Lock
the gates!” which he yells as the
band’s tour bus smashes its way
out of his venue, has become the
tag line for the WTF podcast.
His TV show Maron, on IFC,
is entering its third season. It
blends Maron’s dark humour
with scenarios real and imagined, including elements like his
missing cat Boomer and his relationship with his ex-wives and
former girlfriends (Maron was
married twice). The first episode
of the season will air on May 14.
“Because I’ve become a little

more refined as an actor and in
knowing what that character of
‘me’ is on that show, emotionally and comedically, there’s a
lot of stuff in this season. There’s
a lot of what-ifs,” Maron said.
“There’s a little bit of an undercurrent of ‘the worst road travelled.’ What if Maron kinda succumbed to the darker side of him
and things went that way.
“It’s almost a cautionary tale
for me, to be able to explore if I
made different decisions about
my life,” he added. Maron has
spoken quite openly about his
drugs and alcohol abuse in the
past. He has been clean and
sober since 1999.
“And then there are some
lighter episodes that are character-specific. I did one where I
interview my ex-wife on the podcast, which has never happened
in real life. I was able to follow
that emotionally — I wrote and
directed that one. And there’s a
few stories about me trying to be
a better person and get in shape.
It’s a mixed bag, but the underlying theme is, ‘What if it didn’t
go so well?’”

sculptor Omer Arbel, who she
met at a photo shoot.
“We started talking about our
different practices”, she says.
“Omer approaches work through
organic materials. For example,
he reversed the way you blow
glass. He doesn’t start with
form, he works from process. It
reminded me of my work with
Bill Forsythe, where we were
investigating ideas, describing
invisible space. I said to Omer:
have you ever thought of designing for the stage? I was fascinated with what he’d do with
this platform.”
The Israel-born, Vancouvereducated Arbel has made a name
for himself with his materials
research, especially metals and
lighting. His Omer Arbel Office
functions as the research and
development arm of Bocci, his
applied design firm that manufactures houses, flatware, chandeliers, bowls and shelves in
Vancouver, and also from a satellite office in Berlin.
This is collaboration at its dizziest, riskiest best. Together, the
three artists are building what
Molnar describes as “an otherworldly place.” She won’t see
the completed set until it’s in the
theatre.

On the dance front, Molnar
calls the piece “an abstract physical poem in four movements.”
The largest production she has
done in a long time, employing
18 dancers, it has “open systems”
built into the music, the lighting
and the choreography.
She references the original choreography (which she researched
using video documentation of
the 1987 reconstruction), but
stresses that while the dancers
have tasks, and a pace, they also
have a lot of agency.
“I want the piece to move on
itself,” she says. “I want it to
breathe.”
RITE again finds Ballet BC
kicking open new doors, with
two brand new pieces riffing on
the same source material, in very
different ways.
“Our pieces are stylistically
opposite. My world is white.
Gustavo’s world is black. He
plays with the score. I play with
the original choreography. My
work has no narrative. His is
about the sexual awakening of
the body,” Molnar says, reflecting on those differences.
Welcome to spring, and a wild
ride on the irrational side of
things.
Cue the subconscious.

fmarchand@vancouversun.com
twitter.com/FMarchandVS
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A walk on the wild side
“I have a friend who just went
through a terrible time with
postpartum depression. Sex can
be very hard when you’re young:
the realities of nakedness, expectations, what you want and don’t
want. Of course, sex is also a
great thing: I can say that now
that I’m 40.”
As much as the work is about
sex, it is also about the Stravinsky score, which Sansano
describes as “hard to be with,
and hard not to be with.”
Two weeks out he is still wrestling with the costumes, which
are meant to suggest “a passage to another period of your
life. I want the feeling of dolls,
those Russian dolls, one inside
the other. I like the idea of a stiff
thing that you don’t fit anymore,
but I don’t want a little girl’s
dress. I don’t want to suggest
one gender.”
Luis Crespo will contribute a
three dimensional set, which
Sansano calls “a vagina of
trees.”
Meanwhile, Emily Molnar is
busy with her own highly collaborative Rite, which will open
the evening. Unlike Sansano,
she is not using the Stravinsky
score, but rather has commissioned new music from Jeremy

Michael Slobodian

Ballet BC dancer Darren Devaney is one of 18 dancers who will
perform in Emily Molnar’s interpretation of The Rite of Spring.
Schmidt, known for his 70s
inspired synth work and retrofuturist use of analog equipment, and also as a member of
the Vancouver-based band Black

Mountain. Molnar calls their
shared approach to the music
“giving grammar to noise.”
She was connected to Schmidt
through industrial designer and

